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CENTERSIGHT NG available on Microsoft Azure 

 

Munich, October 12, 2017 – Munich IoT Platform provider takes advantage of Microsoft Azure. 

Device Insight will operate the new, fourth generation of its IoT Platform, CENTERSIGHT NG, on 

the globally available and highly scalable Microsoft Cloud Platform, Azure. 

 

CENTERSIGHT NG on the Microsoft Azure Cloud Platform brings Device Insight’s customers huge 

benefits, in particular its good scalability. This is of special benefit to customers who need to adapt 

their IoT services flexibly to peak loads, as resources required within the Cloud adapt 

automatically. It also allows Platform as a Service (PaaS) such as Azure IoT Hub and Azure 

Machine Learning to be integrated in order to reduce costs and simplify the management of 

applications or services. Another customer benefit is the global availability and geo-redundancy of 

Microsoft Azure. No complicated installation in an additional data center needs to be planned if a 

customer expands abroad or even on another continent. The platform can be extended to include a 

further site so traffic does not need to be routed over long distances. This reduces latency, 

improves performance and increases failure safety. Scalability, PaaS and the Microsoft Cloud 

Platform’s geo-redundancy increase CENTERSIGHT NG’s performance and efficiency. 

 

Faster time-to-market 

An additional advantage for the customer is the faster time-to-market, resulting from 

CENTERSIGHT NG’s multi-tenancy concept. “It is important to our customers that their IoT 

Projects pay for themselves quickly”, explains Paul Martin Halm, Device Insight’s Head of Product 

Management. “That requires a fast time-to-market. We can realize this by working together with 

Microsoft and running Azure. This infrastructure means we can implement CENTERSIGHT projects 

faster than ever before and flexibly connect hundreds of thousands of IoT Devices. We also use the 

Azure IoT Suite as a valuable addition to our own software components in CENTERSIGHT NG.” 

 

“It is our mission to support companies in their digital transformation with our safe, flexible and 

scalable Cloud and data services. The intelligent use of IoT technologies is a key factor for 

successful digitization of business models in all sectors. By integrating CENTERSIGHT NG and 

Microsoft Azure, our Microsoft Partner Device Insight offers its customers innovative IoT solutions 

optimally geared to their individual needs and desires” says Gregor Bieler, General Manager One 

Commercial Partner Organization and member of Microsoft Deutschland’s executive management. 
 

Azure provides Device Insight with a powerful Cloud computing platform, secured by Microsoft’s 

Trusted Cloud principles: security, privacy, compliance and transparency are paramount. These 

principles for the use of public Cloud environments are elemental in the Internet of Things. 
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High-resolution image material can be requested from deviceinsight@sprengel-pr.com.  
Image Source: Device Insight; use with reference to source is permitted for editorial articles on Device Insight; commercial distribution 
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About Device Insight GmbH 
Founded in 2003, Device Insight GmbH is a specialized provider of Internet of Things platforms which accompanies 

enterprises during digitalization in the field of Industry 4.0 and IoT. The flagship of the company is CENTERSIGHT® NG. 

This cloud-based IoT platform supports the global networking of machines, vehicles, plants and devices, providing 

functions such as data acquisition, industrial analytics, condition monitoring, predictive maintenance and machine 

learning. Device Insight works in over 15 countries worldwide with large enterprises and mid-size customers from 

various sectors, including machinery and plant engineering, HVAC, commercial vehicles, vending, transport, energy as 

well as the Connected Home sector. Device Insight’s services range from Business Case analysis and implementation to 

safe IT operations. Device Insight is committed long-term to its customers in realizing IoT projects and as a full-service 

consultant regarding all IoT Ecosystem components. The company is listed in six categories in “ISG Provider Lens - 

Germany 2018” by the ISG Information Systems Group. In the fields of “Industrial Analytics and Visualization”, “IoT 

Logistics” and “IoT Production Logistics”, Device Insight received the award “Internet of Things (I4.0) Platforms, Services 

& Solutions Leader Germany” three times in a row. 
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Device Insight GmbH 

Willy-Brandt-Platz 6 

D-81829 Munich 
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D-56472 Nisterau 
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Marketing & PR Manager 
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